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In the background of three different stages early Tang: Taizong、
GaozongWuhou and Zhongzong ,this thesis mainly analyzes the development、
contents and characteristics of the court banquet and assemblage poetry in early 
Tang, and also expounds its position and influence. 
Chapter one: It summarizes current research achievements on poetry in 
early Tang, especially on court poetry, and also expounds reasons why I choose 
this subject. Besides, it trace back to previous court banquet and assemblage 
poetry between the kings and literati. Furthermore, it notices radiation function 
of this kind of poetry and its great influence on literature at that time.  
Chapter two: In order to picture the evolution track of court banquet and 
assemblage poetry, this thesis analyzes the different contents of poetry at 
different stages. In conclusion, along with political stability and times 
development, the scale of court banquet and assemblage poetry became larger 
and its frequency turned increased gradually. The initiation of king and their 
wives was very important. 
Chapter three: It emphatically analyzes characteristics of this kind of poetry 
at early Tang’s different stages. Accompanied by the development and perfect of 
this kind of poetry, it began to shake off the bondage of qilv’ style. The 
development of court landscape poetry and qilv、the pursuit of emotion and 
individuality in the court banquet and assemblage poetry and advocacy of 
optimistic style indicates taste change of court banquet and assemblage poetry 
and also avails the coming of poetry climax. On the other side, this thesis sums 
up the form characteristics of this kind of poetry. 
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第一章   导 言 
 




















































































































































































第二章  初唐宫廷宴集诗歌的发展及主要内容 
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